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2002a(10)/99b(16)/98a(13)95b(18): Outline the factors that determine 
recovery (offset of action) after ceasing a drug infusion 
The effect of most drugs is related to the concentration at the effect site, often 
measured as the plasma concentration (because rapid equilibrium occurs b/n 
effect site and plasma). 

- The rate at which equilibrium is achieved (KE0). A large number indicates 
rapid equilibration, therefore [plasma] correlates well with [effect site]  

Decline in concentration at effect site is dependent on:  
Effect-site Concentration 

- Conc @ effect site → ↑conc → prolonged recovery 
At Steady State = infusion rate 
       CL 

- Relationship b/n plasma concentration for effect (Cp50) and conc at 
cessation of infusion 

- Rate of decline of conc in plasma 
o Related to CSHT → including duration infusion, distribution to 

compartments, elimination 
- Keo: high keo = high rate diffusion from effect site 
- Conc at which recovery is observed 

o Not equal to Cp50, usual exhibits hysteresis 
General: They can be broadly classified into pharmacokinetic and 
pharmacodynamic factors. 
Pharmacokinetic factors: 
Absorption: Infusions are administered IV, therefore bypasses absorption 
Volume of distribution (Vd), related to: 

- Molecule size →Small molecules diffuse easily 
- Degree of ionization (pKa) → Unionised molecules ↑Vd 

o Ion trapping can sequester drug and prevent 
metabolism/elimination → ↑duration of action  

- Degree of protein binding → ↑protein binding → ↓Vd 
- Lipophilic nature 

During infusion 
- Movement of drug from central compartment to peripheral compartments 

o Degree of distribution to peripheral compartments dependent on 
infusion rate and duration 

- Once steady-state reached, peripheral compartments are saturated and 
the elimination of the drug is no longer dependent on distribution t½α but 
elimination of drug from body t½β. 

- On ceasing infusion, as drug is eliminated from central compartment, 
re-distribution from peripheral compartments occur which maintains 
plasma concentration and continues effect of drug. 

o Context-sensitive half-time (CSHT) refers to the time taken for 
plasma conc to reach 50% in the context of an infusion → doesn’t 
clinically correlate with recovery 

Metabolism/Excretion:  
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Elimination half-time is dependent on route of clearance of drug (kidney, liver, 
lungs), functionality of the organ system, and Vd such that  

t½β = 0.693VdSS  where: Vd is vol of distribution @ steady state, 
                CL    CL is clearance of drug (ml/min) 
Saturable processes: 

- Most drugs as infusions exhibit 1st order kinetics (eg propofol) i.e. the rate 
of metabolism of drug is dependent on plasma conc (fixed ratio) 

- Drugs with saturable enzyme systems will exhibit 1st order kinetics initially 
and then exhibit zero order kinetics 

o STP as bolus doses → 1st order kinetics. After infusion → zero 
order 

o Fixed rate of removal of drug regardless of plasma conc 
- If in zero order kinetics → delayed recovery 

Active Metabolites 
- STP is metabolised to pentobarbitone which has sedative properties 
- Therefore, ↑time to recovery 
- Morphine → morphine-6-glucoronide → active metabolite (sedating) 

Pharmacodynamic factors: 
Patient factors  
Effect Vd, cellular functioning, minimum drug doses required to exert an effect: 

- Age → ↑age: ↓fat (↓Vd), ↓CO, ↓organ function, ↑sensitivity to drug → 
delay recovery 

- Sex → ♀ ↑ fat stores → ↑Vd of unionised/Lipophilic drugs → delay 
recovery 

- Body temp → ↓T°C → ↓enzyme systems → ↓metabolism → delay 
- Inter-individual variability 
- Co-morbidities/altered physiological function 

o Liver/renal failure 
o Heart failure 
o Pregnancy 

Drug factors: 
- Interaction with other administered drugs 

o BZ ↓Cp50 of propofol/opioids → delay recovery for a given dose 
- Drug tolerance (eg tolerance to opioids requires ↑ dose to achieve desired 

effect, therefore, recovery following infusion may be more rapid) 
- Tachyphylaxis 
- Duration of drug action – those that exert there effects on cell functioning 

(eg those that activate G-protein cascade) may exert effect long after the 
[plasma] is no longer within the therapeutic range 

- Drug binding – those which bind irreversibly to site targets (eg 
phenoxybenzamine and α1-receptors) will exert effect until new receptors 
are formed 


